
Common Veranda Designs
 

Over time, verandas have got on various shapes and sizes. From curved dome shaped structures to rectangular versions, a veranda may add value

and dimension to your home. But deciding on the best shape depends on many factors including:

 

- Size of your property

 

- What size you need the area to be

 

How you intend on using the space

 

Once you select these details, you are able to choose the area the best suits your needs. All verandas are constructed of colorbond steel, this means

the structure is durable and can be custom painted to match your house or painted in a color that contrasts your property color to incorporate even

more visual interest.

 

CURVED DESIGN

 

A curved design may give your home elegance and create an entertaining place to have dinner parties with friends and family. These verandas can be

attached to your house or can be found as free standing structures.

 

With the curved veranda style, you can add a flat roof to the structure to make it larger and add a lot more dimension. You can also add a curved piece

to your existing veranda for added elegance.

 

FLAT DESIGN

 

For a far more traditional look with clean, polished lines, a flat roofed veranda will add beauty to your house all year long. You are able to pick from

four different styles that allow you to change the direction of the roof sheets for added dimension, or you can choose a protracted version that gives

you added space.

 

When you yourself have a smaller home, an appartment design will make your house appear larger. A set design can be great for square or

rectangular shaped homes.

 

SUNROOF DESIGN

 

If you intend to allow more sunlight into your outdoor space, a sunroof design with adjustable roof is an ideal choice. Allow light breezes and cool night

air into the room as well. Electronic louvres are controlled by way of a remote so it is possible to open and close them when you want.
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 OTHER DESIGNS

 

Along with the designs mentioned above, you can even select from the gazebo style, pergola style, or hip end style to fit your home.

 

Australia's leading supplier and installer of verandas, patios, pergolas and carports. Cooldek Verandah
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